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that

Neyzen

-to dr,

Tewfik

and drinking.l

be invited

to

Someone

CII)IIe and entertain

Neyzen Tewfik arrived at the party and started playing upon
the ~~
2 He playE!d for a while t but no one seemedto be
listening

to his musj.c. Everyone was talking

was paying a bit
stopped playing

dissolute

of sLttentioD to his playing.
then and made this

loudly t and no one
Neyzen

Bey

remark: f1I1lhefondness of the

for .2!!:.! ~Ilaying is, in my opinion, like the fond-

ness of the donkey for water-whistling-

,,3

~his sentence is not to be published as it stands.
The
AtatUrk Law forbids PQblication of aD1 statements defamatory in
any way to Mustafa Ke~ Atatttrk.
Inasmuch 8i9 his iumoderate
drinking was a sensitive
matter among his con't:emporaries, ~
reference to his drinking is tabu.
2The kaval is often equated with the flute.
In most
respects, ~ver,
it is more like the recorder.
It is played
by shepherds more than 'b11any other one group.. Most kavals
are hand-carved.
3 Shepherds , cowherds, horse herds, and others who tend farm
ani~
in Turkey have tunes, either whistled or played on the
kav~, to direct the activities
of their livestock.
Whatever
Other tunes a given herder's repertoire
may contain, there is
always a melody to encourage the drinking of water when stock
is brought to a water trough or to a stream. Many herdsmen
will say flatly
that their livestock will not drink at ~l if
the water-drinking
tune is not played.
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and some of his friends were baving a

at which they were talking

suggested
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